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Cafeland world kitchen tips and tricks

In today's article, we're going to cover all of café land: kitchen tips and scams in the world will help you build the most beautiful cafes, but also the most successful ones. If you were thinking about managing a café, enjoy all that comes with it, as well as having fun and casual games, you're going to have a blast playing this game because there's too much you can do with it! Here's all of our cafélands: the
tips and tricks of the world's kitchens will help you build the most amazing cafes in the game! Instead you will notice that you have a one-table restaurant. We're looking to change that and make the place shine! If you tap a requirement to expand a restaurant on one tile (one tile to the right, one to the left), you must expand it with tiles. Your shop starts at 6×6, so you need to know that you can eventually
expand it to fill the entire green space next to the restaurant (it's pretty big, I know! anyway, soon you'll want to add some fun decorations and tables because you need all the space you can get. You can start by making it 7×7! Keep the café spotless! As you know, what spills on the floor, with customers spilling drinks, dropping food, leaving footprints all over the floor! Well, you can clean everything up with
a single tap right away, so it shouldn't matter! You want to call it) so make sure you keep it clean, so they can tip extra and give you some good items as well! I suggest you keep your business going and clean them right away because every time you see a splat on the ground or footprints, it's a way for customers to keep coming one by one! Don't think about the fact that you have to do it often. Rather
considering the fact that every time you clean, you're basically doing it for the money! Buy the amenities you need as soon as possible! It saves a lot of time and money because it makes it possible to save various food dishes that you have made extra there. Because this refrigerator is the only necessity I see early onMake sure you buy one because it makes a big difference. If you want to cook multiple
dishes, you can't always see them all at the same time (unless you have enough display counters), which is where the fridge comes into play. The fridge allows you to put some of the dishes you've cooked there and there's still no room to serve! Just tap to increase the refrigerator capacity to 2000 at a price of 25 cash. Tap a customer in the dialog box! Basically, if you put a dialog box on the customer's
head and tap it, you will get positive feedback (if the customer has a happy green face) or negative feedback (if the customer has a sad red face). They pretty much tell you what you need to improve, so I encourage you to read the negative feedback! For example, you might see someone say, Hi, we don't have enough tables and chairs. Buy extra tables and add more chairs! These are all things you
shouldn't get carried away with, but let's learn what multiple customers want and work on improving it first. Make the place yourself - add a unique decoration! I love decorating, so I can think of countless ways to change the look of the café! The only thing standing between me and the dream café is about a million coins and cash, but let's be honest here for a minute! You can start slowly by adding
whatever you like instead. Once you do this, you can start checking the decorations. Customers like the variety of decorations because they make the place look unique, and of course, it attracts even more customers! There you will see various categories you can choose from: café equipment, floors, walls, furniture, decorations (real decorations), fun and premium boosters. What you should start with
adding is a new wall and floor, and soon after you start adding new tables, chairs, and some actual fun items (puppies for 45 cashAnother thing to keep in mind here: add a new serving station (e.g. walnut server) so you can save more dishes for grabs and make more money faster! To master a recipe, you need to cook it many times until you see the master text under it. The number of times you need to
cook that recipe varies from recipe to recipe, but whenever you want to cook something new (tap on the cooking comp), you should check below the picture of each dish. There you will see things like 3/7 and 0/5. The number is the number of times you need to cook that recipe in order to master it! Master the bagel sandwich, make it fastest and easiest and move on to honey pancakes! After mastering
these, you start working on chocolate chip cookies because they are very good investments! and now we start working on good investments and bad investments! We're talking about, so here's a little hint: - Always check the total price to make that particular batch of food (the big price shown on the orange background) - the sale price of that food is displayed in a gray box under orange, so count which of
the dishes is most worth cooking first! This is the safest way to make a lot of profit because the money you cook it and the money you are paid for cooking needs to go hand in hand! So, consider this very well when you are making a decision on what to cook next! Complete quests and tasks to level up faster! On the left side of the screen, notepad will appear and tapping on it will open a bunch of new
menus. On the left, you will see several tabs with several tasks, each of which follows a specific goal. I recommend checking them all so you know what the game asks you to do, because these missions give you a lot of EXP compared to what you usually get from casually selling your dishes. You can immediately tap the green Play button next to each task that has it and perform the necessary tasks. Try
to complete as many missions as possible here so that you can level up faster and get tons of useful rewards to help you grow even faster! If you have nothing, don't worry! we've got you covered!You will see a purple icon next to the dialog box, but bear with me). These customers can be added as friends and you can visit their stores and help them! This will take you to your own store. – After visiting their
store, you will see on the left side of the screen the Add Friends button, which is also purple! tap it to add that customer to your friends list! You can see your friends there and also tap to visit your room! Just send a gift and tap the gift box icon next to each of your friends! You can do a good thing to help them around! If all else fails, use the sauce! If you want to finish cooking a particular dish quickly, tap the
dish you're currently cooking, then tap on the Sauce option. Make sure you don't waste your sauce for short dishes and save them for the second half of the game when the best dishes take up to eight hours or more to cook! Please keep it in the refrigerator! Join the café club! If you're familiar with guilds, alliances and all the other games, this is a café club here! It's better to start with participation, but it's
better to have others who have good cafes there so you can take some inspiration from them, so try to join the active ones! Do you know some other useful and cool game tips and strategies?
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